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…. a grey mouse?
on the contrary, a high-tech
truck!
Grey, because in the evening twilight and in the night
the contours of the vehicle are to meld unobtrusively
with the surrounding countryside.

high-tech: ACTION MOBIL has thought of something
special regarding the lifting device for the Enduro at the
rear of the cabin: The Enduro is being used in off-road
terrain and the ACTION MOBIL takes it there. For this
purpose an optimized angle of departure at the rear of
the vehicle is one of the most important prerequisites.
It means that the transporting device at the rear must
not impair the angle of departure. The solution to the
problem is a hydraulically operated construction made
of special steel. An added benefit is that the mounting
height of the motorcycle makes it difficult for thieves to
get hold of it. Yet another innovative solution by ACTION
MOBIL.

family: The double cabin of the MAN driver’s cab is by
far the safest and most comfortable solution for
transporting people on long-distance trips. Its 4 doors
facilitate boarding and leaving the vehicle and, naturally,
loading is also made easier. It goes without saying that
there is a direct passage between the driver’s cab and
the ACTION MOBIL cabin.

Your family will thank you for it!
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ATACAMA L-family
Living in a villa on wheels – one day here, the next day somewhere else.
Always parked in places with the most gorgeous view of the landscape and
preferably without neighbours. Often such marvellous sites cannot be reached
but with the help of a four-wheel drive. Wherever you may be, the ACTION
MOBIL amenities such as spacious sanitary area, comfortable kitchen, oven,
freezer, coffee machine, TV and many others will always be at your disposal.
Even after tiring driving days you will be able to enjoy a restful close of the
day, thus making it a unique experience.

The photo shows the view from the bedroom area facing the front. In front of the
permanent double bed we have placed the comfortable sofa. Within seconds the
electrically operated table can be lowered, making space for another large bed. Right
at the front you see the sanitary area. In the photo the door to the shower is open.
Behind the door, on the left you find a toilet and washroom. In the same photo you
also see the closable passage leading to the driver’s cab.



ATACAMA L-family
Easy-care furniture tops in light colours provide the interior
with an accommodating, sunny atmosphere. The furniture
doors conceal sophisticated gadgets, such as a swing-out
coffee machine, a roll-out TV screen, wine glasses fixed in
place to make them off-road proof, and many others. Have
a look at the functional kitchen with its worktop made of
stainless steel, its electric induction field, the stainless steel
oven and the genuine ACTION MOBIL fridge with its functional
roll-out baskets. They keep your fridge tidy and, on top of
that, bottles can be stored upright. Automatic air conditioning
of the cabin is a matter of course.
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ATACAMA L-family
The sanitary area
gets a lot of attention in the ACTION MOBIL vehicles. The model ATACAMA provides a sophisticated
solution which takes up a minimum of space. The door can be fixed in two positions, thus creating
separate functional areas. Above the ceramic toilet, a folding down washbasin, specially designed
by ACTION MOBIL, is mounted. The toilet is equipped with an additional hygiene shower. Everything
you need is in place for travelling in countries with low hygienic standards, and there is one more
thing not to be forgotten: What can be more enjoyable than taking a shower after some sports
activities on your Enduro? This is what the pleasure of travelling is all about.

NEWS!

In the past year of 2009 the ACTION MOBIL
family has again grown considerably.
The Management would like to thank you for
the trust you place in us.

The year 2010 is to become a milestone in the
history of ACTION MOBIL.  30 years of innovative
development work will be crowned with the
erection of a new manufacturing hall.


